REPRESENTATION TO "SEBES" AND "KOLO" AND INTERIM OF THE JUGOSLAV GOVERNMENT IN LONDON.

Item: 1.

From: NEW YORK

To: MOSCOW

No: 695

16 May 1944

1. SEBES's [i] wife has been informed by the local
   
   LONDON [ii] of the arrival of [her] [iii] husband [iv] personally.
   Nothing has been received from him personally.

2. KOLO'S [v] [vi] has handed KONI [vii] over to the
   
   375
   
   LAY [viii] [vii] 16 May

T.N. [a] Inserted by translator.

Comments:

[i] Dr. Ivan SUBOTIC: Prime Minister of the JUGOSLAV GOVERNMENT in LONDON in 1944.

[ii] SMEDOVITZ: the British.

[iii] LONDON.

[iii] SERGEJ: Vladimir Sergeevich HRVDEN.


[vi] LAY: Unidentified.

[vii] KOLO: Unidentified.

[viii] LAY: Pavel PELODIN
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